Three More Deer Shot by Local Hunters—A Game Dinner and Clay Pigeon Shoot.

(Special Correspondence.)


The familiar name of Hobbs seems the synonym of good luck in Pelham this season; that is, from the hunter's viewpoint, as two more of that family name were today successful in acquiring the full quota of deer as by law allowed in this section. C. Winthrop Hobbs, the rural letter carrier, acting on a tip from Gago hill at about 11:15 a.m. yesterday to be on the lookout for "big game," patiently patrolled the Windham road, wisely alert for any exigency. His patience was finally rewarded at 2 o'clock this morning, when he landed a fine 150-pound doe, the bright moonlight making it an easy shot. Charles W. Hobbs, enthused by his son's success, took an early morning start and returned with his game in an hour's time, a 100-pound spike-horn.

Charles B. Stickney, fresh from a week of "practice hunting" up country, demonstrated the worth of such an experience by shooting a six-point buck this afternoon which weighed 150 pounds.

A party of 14 hunters, consisting of Lowell and Pelham men, enjoyed a game dinner at William R. Sullivan's cottage at Island pond yesterday. After the banquet all participated in a trap shoot, the pigeons being sent out at different angles over the pond.